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2.    NEW FINDINGS:  New Target-1 (NT-1, Underwater, Series of locations around 
Malakal and Arakebesan) 

Rick Smith, a technical diver as his passion, signed on this year as a BentProp 
member. His first assignment: develop a plan to search using Side Scanning Sonar 
(and any other methods available) for the many American aircraft witnessed during 
WWII to crash in the waters around Western Lagoon, Malakal Harbor, 
Arakebesan, Koror and Southwestern Babeldaob. And do it with essentially no 
budget.  This is an area covering several square miles. But Rick took on this task, 
knowing it was going to be a multi-year project. Here is his first report.  

NOTE: Reference within this report to the “Red Circle Map” refers to a map located by 
our Japanese BentProp team member, Minoru Kamada, who located a critical map in 
the Japanese military archives in which post-WWII Japanese attempted to summary 
location of all known American aircraft losses around northern Palau: the map 
references 58 areas where aircraft or parts of aircraft were witnessed to have crashed.  
BentProp teams have confirmed several of these sites. Under the terms of disclosure 
with the various governmental agencies, this map is not available for this report. 
Reference to the “Zero”, off eastern side of Koror, and the “Jake”, off northern 
Arakebesan are known dive sites. 

Rick Smith pondering his preparations, while heading to a sonar field. Of many photos taken of 
Rick, most find his head buried into a computer screen or other downward-facing activity. Katie 
caught him in a contemplative moment. © K. Rasdorf, 2009
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A narrative of the water mission of PMAN XI in the waters of the Republic of Palau, including a catalog of 
submerged findings and underwater sites of possible interest for further research and exploration.

Preface
This report contains a narrative of the progress, achievements, challenges and lessons learned of the Water 
Mission of PMAN XI.  The primary intent of the report is to document sites of possible interest for further 
research, exploration and study; document operational procedures for use and improvement on subsequent 
missions; and to further the objectives of the PMAN mission statement.
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Mission Summary

PMAN XI conducted operations in the waters of Palau using the Red Circle maps, as appended to and 
described in the P-MAN VIII report, to identify possible search areas as a general starting point.  Large 
search patterns were mapped out based on: the number of Red Circles in a general area, local 
environmental conditions, and tide and wind information. Once the search grid was laid down and 
endpoints identified, searches were carried out with at least two SSS operators, a coxswain/pilot, and a 
guide.

Initial Scope of Activities

Prior to commencement of PMAN XI, four possible targets were identified.

1) Vince Blaylock site (possible Davey Thompson Corsair site)
a. Arai Channel
b. “Painted Lady” eyewitness account 
c. Line abreast search pattern

2) Two targets: Red Circles 7 & 18 (possible Manown’s Avenger site)
a. West side of Malakal Island
b. Sonar search—possible for lots of ship parts

3) Esther’s Site
a. Eyewitness account of parts and pieces
b. Very shallow

4) Corsair + PBY Site
a. Eyewitness account of Corsair and PBY “nearly on top of each other”
b. Very far north – special day trip required

Daily Diving Activities

The Water Mission was divided into two phases.  The goal of Phase 1 was to identify and evaluate 20 
“candidate” sites.  These were sites with possible SSS-identified objects, objects of interest discovered 
during previous PMAN expeditions, or known areas of interest that previous PMAN expeditions had not 
yet explored.  

Phase 1
From 20Feb to 24Feb, there were five days of activities on the water.  During the final three days of Phase 
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1, the US Navy Side Scan Sonar (SSS) team volunteered their time and expertise to train the BentProp team 
in small boat SSS operations.  This training and knowledge transfer was invaluable in enabling the 
BentProp team to quickly get their equipment functioning and yielding results after only a few days on the 
water.  The USN team enabled BentProp to be effective in very short order, yielding results that otherwise 
would have been unobtainable had we not had the training.  

The Water Team on Days 1 and 2 consisted of Coxswain/Pilot, Water Safety Officer, minimum of one SSS 
Operator and Master Guide.  On Days 3, 4 and 5 the team consisted of the above personnel and the USN 
SSS team of at least one SSS Operator and one Master Diver.  Results of the SSS sweeps and some dives 
were evaluated, and ten “probable” sites were identified for further investigation in Phase 2 (25Feb-4Mar).

Table 1 – Phase 1 Daily Activities

DAY DATE ACTIVITY
1 20 February Back in the Water Day, Japanese Barges
2 21 February SSS familiarization
3 22 February Route 1, First day of dual SSS operations
4 23 February Route 2, Second day of dual SSS operations
5 24 February Route 2, Third and final day of dual SSS operations

Each day’s activities are summarized as follows: 

1. Back in the Water Day, Japanese Barges
Sunny, no wind.  Equipment check and re-familiarization day.  Met up with boat from Air Force.  
Dove on Helmet Wreck to gain familiarity with shipwrecks underwater.  Investigated very shallow 
(<5 fsw) site of Daihatsu barge wreckage on and near the western shore of Koror Island.  Visited 
#453 with Palauan government permission.

2. SSS Familiarization
Sunny, no wind.  Dove on Jake Seaplane north of Ngerekebesang.  Did not image the Jake with 
SSS at this time.  

3. Route 1, First day of Dual SSS operations (US Navy SSS team members participating)
Choppy seas of 2-3 foot swells, rain squalls, windy with gusts of 10-15 knots.  Route 1 covered 
Red Circles 19,25,32,36.  Much of the day spent learning how to work two teams together in small 
craft. Knowledge transfer from USN SSS experts. Some interesting waypoints notated. 

4. Route 2, Second Day of Dual SSS Operations (US Navy SSS team members participating)
Seas of up to 1 foot swells, some light rain, light winds in the afternoon.  Moved into Malakal 
Harbor due to rough weather and its effects on Day 3.  Knowledge transfer continued by USN SSS 
experts. Route 2 covered Red Circles 3,30,41,49,57.  Islets near Ngeruktabel disrupted the search 
pattern to a slight degree.  See Possible New Targets, number 1.

5. Route 2 (continued), Third and Final Day of Dual SSS Operations (US Navy SSS team 
members participating)
Extended Route 2 to include 13,14,28,29.  Final day of shared operations and knowledge transfer.  
Encountered first coral heads, which rise vertically from 130 fsw to <10 fsw.  Had to keep sharp 
lookout with hull-mounted SSS to alert crew of towfish to pull up for coral heads.  See Possible 
New Targets, numbers 3A and 3B.

Phase 2
From 25Feb to 04Mar, there were eight days of activities on the water.  In Phase Two, the Water Team 
consisted of Coxswain/Pilot, Water Safety Officer, minimum of three SSS Operators and Master Guide.  
On average one lawnmower search pattern was executed per day, with some days allowing for dives on 
interesting/probable sites.  
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Table 2 – Phase 2 Daily Activities

DAY DATE ACTIVITY
6 25 February Route 1  
7 26 February Route 1, continued
8 27 February Peleliu – no water ops
9 28 February Route 2, Route 3, Red Circles 6,50,51,52
10 01 March Jenkins/Zero/Jake; 21,40,55; 15,16,39,38,42
11 02 March Split Water Mission
12 03 March Route 5
13 04 March Route 5, continued

The following details summarize daily activities during Phase 2 of the Water Mission.

6. Route 1
BentProp-only SSS Operations.  This route covered Red Circles 19,25,32,36. 

7. Route 1, continued
Same route, second day. 

8. 27 February, Peleliu
Entire team goes to Peleliu.  No water ops today. 

9. 28 February, Route 2, Route 3, Red Circles 6,50,51,52
Notes missing. 

10. Jenkins/Zero/Jake; 21,40,55; 15,16,39,38,42
Visited Jenkins wreck to familiarize team with underwater wreckage and sample the wreck with 
the underwater metal detector.  Multiple hits with metal detector.  Visited Zero (N7°17’327”, 
E134°29’972”) to test the SSS on another known target.  Poor imaging results experienced, 
possibly due to rough seas.

11. Split Water Mission
Most of the team went north of Babeldaob to Ngerbard Reef in Kayangel State.  The objective was 
to investigate a possible aircraft crash site reported by fishermen to be a PBY and a Corsair 
wrecked near or actually on top of one another.  SSS was used; nothing found.  Remainder of the 
team conducted a visual search on the west side of Malakal for Red Circles 8,17.  The area north 
of the buoy line west to a depth of 70 fsw was covered, and north to the Quarry.  Nothing found.  
Any wrecks are likely deeper than 70 fsw, or further south, along the pier.

12. 03 March, Route 5
Notes missing. 

13. 04 March, Route 5, continued
Notes missing. 

Search Patterns

Due to the large areas involved, searches were generally conducted in ‘lawnmower’ patterns.  When an 
object of interest was seen on the SSS, an image of the object was captured as it appeared on the SSS 
screen.  Details logged with each picture included: water column depth, GPS position, course heading and 
speed.  These positions were saved in memory of the SSS unit as Waypoints, and some were logged 
manually as each image was taken.  As the team became more comfortable with the SSS equipment and its 
operation, occasionally objects of interest would be identified on the SSS and their location marked with 
weight clumps and small buoys.  Divers would descend the downline and conduct grid or circle searches 
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based on the properties of the object and bottom features as seen in the SSS picture.  At times, star search 
patterns were employed, with the boat making several passes over the same spot from different headings, in 
order to ‘see’ the object on SSS from several different angles.

Within the search area, two search patterns were selected..  The larger pattern in the middle consists of five 
sweeps across four “Red Circle” indicators, numbers 6,51,50,52.  This is the search pattern conducted on 
Phase 2, Day 1.  The second pattern covers Red Circle numbers 25,32,36 and consists of four sweeps.  This 
is the search pattern conducted on Phase 2, Day 9.

Simultaneous Operation of Multiple Side Scan Units

Operating two SSS units simultaneously on the same boat on Days 3, 4 and 5 enabled us to capture superior 
imaging results.  One SSS unit was of the towfish variety and operated by the USN SSS team.  The other 
unit was hull-mounted and operated by the BentProp SSS team.  Operational challenges were minimal and 
easily overcome, and the number of personnel on the boat at the same time was manageable.  The hull 
mounted SSS operational team was situated at the stern on the starboard side of the boat, and the towfish 
crew was seated amidships on the port side.  Operationally, there were multiple advantages to having dual 
units deployed: 1) enabled a larger overall coverage area, 2) able to take two images of targets of interest 
while still maintaining the integrity of the search pattern, and 3) allowed four or more operators to view the 
same data set to make evaluations and team decisions.  As the hull-mounted SSS unit would pass over an 
object of interest, the towfish crew could be alerted and would raise or lower the tow unit to the optimal 
viewing height above the particular object.  The hull mounted unit gave a first look at potential targets as 
well as real time latitude and longitude information, because the GPS antenna was positioned directly over 
its transducer.  This was an advantage over the towfish, whose transducer was up to 50 yards behind its 
own GPS antenna onboard the boat. Overall, however, this dual-unit operation produced the best images of 
interesting sites and possible targets.  

Known Targets

In order to calibrate the SSS units and gain operating experience locating possible targets and how their 
profiles appeared on screen, the teams made passes over several previously-discovered wrecks.  The known 
wrecks visited and images produced included:

1) Helmet Wreck
2) Japanese Jake Sea Plane
3) Japanese Zero
4) Image of boat wake—an observed artifact

The results of imaging these known targets were surprising and gave some of the most important lessons 
learned of the entire SSS operation.  The Helmet Wreck, shown below, was scanned first.  This is a large, 
well-known shipwreck in Koror Harbor.  Due to its close-in location and shallow depth of 30-75 fsw, it is 
frequented by local dive operators on a regular basis.  A permanent marker buoy/float is attached to the 
wreck as an aid to navigating the harbor.

Side Scan Sonar Image of Helmet Wreck
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Side Scan Images\Helmet Wreck S00016.bmp

1) In the image above, the entire length of the wreck is visible.  Large openings in the bow deck and 
stern are readily apparent.  The buoy and chain can be seen in the dark area on the left of the 
image, near the “dead spot” (the dead spot is the line, seen here on the left of this picture, on every 
image produced by dual beam SSS.  It is the area where the dual beams would otherwise overlap, 
and it is a small swath directly beneath the sonar).  All in all, this is an excellent image of a 
submerged wreck, easily identifiable by SSS operators with minimal experience.  As this was the 
team’s first image of a known wreck, and it displays many readily-identifiable characteristics and 
known features, there were no surprises to the operating team as this image was captured and 
replayed on the SSS equipment.

2) In contrast to the Helmet Wreck, the next known wreck to be imaged presented very few 
identifiable features and caused the team to reevaluate the results of several days’ pattern searches.  
The wreck in question is the Japanese Jake Sea Plane, located off the northern side of Arakebesan.  
This is another well-known wreck that is easily accessible to scuba diving operators, and also has 
a permanent float/marker buoy attached to the wreck.  Looking at the image below, there are very 
few characteristics that would stand out as definitively man-made.  The operating crew at the time 
had difficulty coordinating anything seen on the SSS screen with what was known to be on the 
bottom directly beneath the boat.  In fact, the wreck could be seen more easily from the surface by 
visual observation than with the SSS unit.  As can be seen in the zoomed area in the right of the 
image, the only indication of this being a target of possible interest is the white linear images and 
some shadowing behind.  The white indicates a small area of high reflectivity amid an otherwise 
uninteresting bottom contour.

Indeterminate Side Scan Sonar Image of Jake Sea Plane
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Side Scan Images\S00016.bmp

As a result of the experience with the Jake vis-à-vis that of the Helmet Wreck, it is highly recommended 
that the differences between imaging characteristics of aluminum and iron be investigated and completely 
understood before any subsequent SSS operations are undertaken in the field. 1

3) A Japanese Zero wreck was also scanned with poor results, possibly resulting from choppy surface 
conditions and medium-strength winds present during scanning.  The Zero in question is located to 
the southeast of Ulebsechel near Ngel Channel.  It is upside down in approximately 60 fsw and is 
well known to local scuba divers.  Scanned images were inconclusive and, again, direct visual 
observation yielded superior results.  The lack of positive scans of the Zero points again to the 
need to understand aluminum versus iron returns on the SSS unit used.

4) Lastly, an interesting image was captured during operations in Malakal Harbor as a small dive 
boat passed astern of our boat conducting SSS operations.  After passing immediately behind the 
SSS boat, the wake of the dive boat became apparent on the SSS screen and the below image was 
taken.  Turbulence persisted in the area even during the next pass of the SSS boat through the area, 
another 5-10 minutes later, and this turbulence was still visible on the screen, though much fainter.  
This image demonstrates the myriad possible influences and impacts on SSS image quality that 
must be accounted for by the operators.

Side Scan Sonar Image of Boat Wake
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Side Scan Images\xxx.bmp

Possible New Targets

In any SSS operation covering a large search area, best practice for obtaining hits on possible sites of 
interest is to conduct the search and retain images and coordinates of sites of possible interest for later 
review.  It is very difficult to interrupt a search to conduct diving operations for the identification of 
wreckage, and then to resume the search in midstream.  Much preferred is the method of gathering images 
and coordinates of interesting sites for subsequent relocation and possible direct observation of the site by 
divers. 

Several possible new sites of interest were identified by the SSS teams, and marked for later dive 
operations or further imaging.  A partial list of possible new sites includes:

1) Possible Airplane Wreckage in Komebail Lagoon
2) Possible Anchor Chain in Harbor
3) A. Possible Shipwreck

B. Second Image of Possible Shipwreck
4) Possible Man Made Structure in 
5) Possible Man Made Structure in

SSS images and coordinates of these possible new targets are below.

1) Side Scan Sonar Image of Possible Airplane Wreckage in Komebail Lagoon
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Side Scan Images\Zoom0001.tif

Description: this image shows a fuselage shape in the middle of the picture, with possible wing 
sections across the top of the fuselage.  Some cloudiness in the image near the possible fuselage 
suggests this may be a false hit, but further investigation of the site is warranted.

2) Side Scan Sonar Image of Possible Anchor Chain

Side Scan Images\zoom0003.tif

Description: very clear in this image are what appear to be large links of chain on the ocean floor.  
The structure apparent in objects nearby also indicate man made artifacts are likely present.  
Further investigation is recommended.

3) A. Side Scan Sonar Image of Possible Shipwreck

Side Scan Images\shippic1.tif

Description: very clear in this image is a previously unknown shipwreck in Malakal Harbor.  The 
ship is in the center of the image on the right, with the bow facing left and a long sonar shadow 
trailing off to the right.  The sonar shadow indicates the object is quite tall of the bottom relative to 
the surrounding natural features.  A quick dive on this location failed to produce visible evidence, 
but more investigatory dives should yield positive results.

3) B. Second Side Scan Sonar Image of Possible Shipwreck
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Side Scan Images\S00035.bmp

Description: close up view of the same shipwreck.  The white X-shape on the left side of the 
image indicates a very strong sonar return signal.  Portions of the superstructure also are returning 
very strong signals in this image.

4) Possible Manmade structure

Side Scan Images\S00040.bmp

Description: this image shows a possible man made structure on the bottom.  The cursor is sitting 
directly atop the target.  A long sonar shadow is visible off to the left, indicating a tall target.  The 
sharp straight lines indicate a manmade object, as well as the strong return area indicated in white 
directly to the right of the cursor.  Further investigation of the site is recommended.

Lessons Learned 

Several challenges encountered in the field required changes to our approach and techniques.  One of the 
first challenges involved setting up the 

Equipment
1) The GPS antenna of the hull-mounted unit should be mounted amidships, as close as possible to 

the SSS itself.   Attach the receiver to a thin strip of wood, and then use tape or zip ties to attach 
the wood strip to the topside of the canvas to obtain a clear view of the sky.  Run the cable down 
the nearest canvas support rod to the unit, attaching occasionally with tape or zip ties.
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2) The following pictures document the first successful attempt to mount the SSS unit to the hull 
using duct tape, line and wood blocks.  The SSS unit itself is attached to the PVC piping by duct 
tape and line. Mounting on the starboard side keeps the unit and its wiring out of the main traffic 
areas of the boat, and in future missions will allow a feed to the captain’s monitor, which will be 
used to pilot the boat.

Snapshot of Upper Rigging for Hull Mounted SSS Extension

Movies\MOV20090227 Rigging2.mpg

Snapshot of Middle Rigging for Hull Mounted SSS Extension
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Movies\MOV20090227 Rigging.mpg

3) Before the next PMAN mission, a metal mounting bracket should be constructed with the 
following features:

a) allow for quick setup and breakdown on a daily basis
b) have an “underway” setting for traveling at high speed
c) corrosion resistant
d) able to withstand drag of 6-8 knots with SSS unit submerged

Snapshot of Lower Rigging for Hull Mounted SSS Extension

Movies\MOV20090227 Rigging.mpg

4) Local purchase of two new 12V car batteries (with carry strap, if available) by the next mission’s 
advance team is recommended.  Use of the boat’s 12V battery is a practice that is not advised by 
SSS manufacturers, as the draw from the motor can cause the battery output to fluctuate and affect 
performance of the unit. It is even possible that a battery in a weakened state could dip below the 
SSS unit’s operating parameters and cause the unit to shut down.  Both SSS units used in the 
PMAN XI Mission were able to run on 12V car batteries; however, the power requirements of the 
specific models to be used on subsequent missions should be validated ahead of arrival in country. 

5) A viewing hood will greatly increase the effectiveness of real-time monitoring.  An off-the-shelf 
viewing hood for the particular screen models being used in the field, or custom made of thick, 
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dark fabric is advisable to cut the heavy glare that is present on the boat.  

Search Techniques

1) Identifying search patterns in advance is key to operational efficiency when the team is in the 
field.  Ideally, a number of search patterns will be identified in the off-months between missions 
and their waypoints identified, the search patterns laid out on laminated maps and coordinates 
entered into GPS and route tracking units.  Once in the field, operators will select a grid pattern 
that suits conditions for the weather and winds of that particular day and time.  

2) Large search grids such as those utilized by PMAN should be searched several times over and in 
differing patterns.  Although the ‘lawnmower’ pattern is the primary search pattern indicated on 
our maps, search areas should be crossed up as much as necessary to cover each square yard of the 
search area from several different angles.  This is the only way to ensure an area has been 
thoroughly scanned.  However, even with multiple passes from several different angles, a large 
debris field or broken up objects could still escape detection.

3) Research should be conducted on the relationship of boat speed and wave height to the clarity of 
the picture. Questions to be answered in advance for the particular unit(s) to be used include: What 
is the optimal boat speed for the unit?  What is the maximum wave height that still yields 
acceptable results?  

4) Due to prevailing easterly winds in February, north-south search patterns are typically not ideal for 
local waters, though particular days might be exceptions.  An easterly wind will tend to push a 
boat off course that is on a north-south trajectory.  If the trade winds are running in typical easterly 
fashion, a better pattern is an east-west grid running as close to directly into and with the winds as 
possible.

5) Search patterns will be laid down in open waters or in close-in harbors, and on lee sides as well as 
windward sides of islands.   On days when the winds are strong, choose a harbor pattern or a 
pattern on the lee side of an island.  On light wind days, take the opportunity to move out of 
protected waters and run a grid pattern that is normally blown out.  Wave height should also be 
taken into consideration when using the hull-mounted SSS unit.  Any seas above 2 feet will cause 
wavy patterns in the beam readout and performance will be affected proportionally to the size of 
the seas.

6) If the readout is too cluttered or the beam is not giving optimal returns, try different settings until a 
suitable screen readout is obtained.  

7) Record all operational grid patterns run during the day and transfer them to hard disk every night 
for subsequent review.  Be sure to maintain file names and dates.  These historical files can then 
be accessed immediately by the whole team on the day when an obvious target is found while the 
search is in progress.  They are also of inestimable value in the off-months when the team is back 
stateside and can review the files in depth, multiple times with multiple sets of eyes looking for 
unusual patterns.  This is the greatest value these files can provide.

8) The search team must be mindful of coral heads in the waters around Palau.  These can rise 
vertically and immediately from depths of 100 fsw or greater to within 5-10 feet of the surface.   
When using a towfish SSS unit, make plans and inform the team in advance to either go around 
coral heads or to draw up the towfish when approaching a coral head.  Drawing in the towfish can 
cause you to lose a clean picture of the bottom as the towfish changes its depth as it heads toward 
the surface while being pulled up.  It can also be risky in that the operator might easily misjudge 
the timing on bringing the towfish into the boat, and the towfish could hit the coral head causing 
damage to the machine or causing it to come off the cable in breakaway mode and float to the 
surface.  Either instance will cost valuable time. 

On the other hand, going around the coral head also risks hitting it with the towfish.  And it is 
often difficult to get back on course once the boat has veered off course.  This is really a judgment 
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call that will have to be made, and as time goes on the operator and boat captain will get better at it 
as more time on the water together promotes increasingly coordinated teamwork. 

Recommendations

Recommendations are divided into categories of equipment, search techniques, and procedures.

Equipment
Immediate acquisition of a Marine Sonic “Centurion” SeaScan PC Sidescan Sonar unit is recommended.  
Its excellent feature set, ease of use, and minimal maintenance requirements all combine to make it the best 
SSS solution for the current needs of the BentProp Project team.  The more quickly the unit can be 
obtained, the more training on the specific characteristics and quirks of the unit the BentProp team can get.  
This training and experience will be key to maximizing the team’s effectiveness while in country.  Since 
most of the review work will take place after returning stateside, the quality of the scans made in country 
will be the ultimate determining factor in the success of the next PMAN Water Mission.

Deploying the recommended SSS unit in tandem with a hull-mounted Humminbird 997c GPS Side 
Imaging system is the recommended configuration for the PMAN XII mission.  Deploying two systems and 
two operating crews has already proved manageable during the first three days of the Water Mission of 
PMAN XI, when a Marine Sonic “Centurion” SeaScan unit and a Humminbird 997c were deployed in the 
same boat with excellent results.  Most PMAN Mission members have received some operating experience 
with the Humminbird unit, the unit is easy to operate, and produces good results.  A key benefit to using the 
hull mounted Humminbird unit is that it allows a preview of upcoming bottom features that will soon be 
viewed as the towed unit passes over the same bottom area a few seconds later.  The Humminbird crew can 
alert the towfish crew to upcoming coral heads or interesting features, and the towfish crew will be able to 
get zoomed images and fine tune the unit settings for optimal viewing as a result of the early warning.  
Having at least two sets of eyes on every interesting target proved the most valuable of all benefits of 
running the two units in tandem, as four crew members were able to get previews, real time views, and take 
decisions as a team, all while operating from the same data set.

Purchase of a software package from Chesapeake Bay or Hypack is recommended.  In order to review the 
scans produced by almost all of the SSS units in Table 3, a third-party software package is required.  The 
best packages on the market today are made by Chesapeake Bay (Hypack software) and have the following 
features:

a) Able to mosaic the data
b) Have way-back calculators
c) Integrate with GPS and navigational software
d) Able to read (filename).XTF file format

Hypack

Hypack can be used as a navigational package and a mosaicking software for getting coordinates from the 
swaths.  List price for Hypack Max is US$6,500.  From the Hypack website: “Hypack is the only 
hydrographic software package that offers side scan collection, mosaicking and targeting as a standard part 
of our package. The Side Scan Survey program supports analog and digital side scans, including some of 
the latest dual frequency and high resolution side scans.

“Hypack’s side scan processing routines accepts input from side scan or from the pseudo-side scan 
available from many multibeam systems. It can also handle XTF files from several side scan manufacturers 
own logging software.

“Targeting can be performed in real time, or in post-processing in the Side Scan Mosaic program. Target 
measurement tools can be used to capture a GeoTIF image of each target, make measurements of its length, 
width and height, and save it to a Target Book. The Target Book is in Rich Text Format and can be e-
mailed and reviewed by clients or home offices in Microsoft Word.”
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“SonarWiz.MAP: the fastest, friendliest acoustic mapping package available. SonarWiz.MAP produces
real-time mosaics and post-processed mosaics, at any resolution and size, quickly and on-the-fly. In real-
time acquisition mode, it supports most sonar systems, in addition to navigation, fathometer and 
magnetometer input. In post-processing mode, it will handle most of the common sidescan and sub-bottom 
data file types as well as S-57, VPF, BSB, GeoTiff and many more charting, GIS and CAD formats. Runs 
on Windows 2000, XP, Vista and later.”

Search Techniques
A second laptop PC running navigational software from Hypak is recommended for use by the boat captain 
to assist in navigating the boat during the search patterns.  This laptop PC will be connected to an external 
GPS receiver for PCs via the USB port.  The pattern should be laid out in advance for use by the captain 
solely for navigation.  Once again, it is recommended that this laptop PC be hardened, water resistant and 
capable of producing a very bright onscreen image.

One search technique that PMAN XII could make greater use of is finding targets with the long range band 
on the Centurion, then going back to the target and imaging with a shorter range band.  This technique 
could not be used effectively in PMAN XI owing to the range limitations of the Humminbird unit.  But 
with the Centurion, it is possible to detect targets with a much longer range setting.  This allows for broader 
swaths and faster searches of large areas.

Procedures
The overlapping lawnmower pattern is the standard search pattern for the majority of searches that will be 
conducted by the PMAN Missions.  An operational improvement that could streamline data gathering, 
insure data redundancy and protection, and allow for easier cataloging and retrieval of data at a later time is 
the technique of recording a swath and uploading it onto a PC during the turn.  This allows for each swath 
to be saved to its own unique filename, individual swaths can be easily retrieved when it comes time for 
review and playback, files sizes do not grow too large and are still easily handled, and if data loss does 
occur at any time, only a single swath will be lost for each file lost or damaged.

Areas for Further Investigation

It is recommended that the following areas of investigation be pursued before PMAN XII begins operations 
in the field:

1) Gain considerable field experience on the particular operating characteristics and quirks of the 
make and model of SSS to be used in the field, well in advance of the next PMAN Mission.  This 
will allow for mandatory screen time and training on the specific model to be used in the field.  
This screen time and training are invaluable; without them, time in the field and operating budget 
moneys are wasted while operators come up to speed on using the equipment effectively.  Gaining 
field experience in advance of the mission also allows targeted communication with the 
manufacturer on points possibly unique to the PMAN mission objectives.  It also allows for the 
development of friendly contacts at the manufacturer and possibly with online user boards which 
can be utilized in case unique operational issues or questions arise while the PMAN Mission is 
actually in progress.

2) Understand the imaging differences between aluminum and iron on the particular make and model 
of SSS to be used.  Determine optimum settings for both based on manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

3) Obtain manufacturer’s (and/or online user board’s) recommendations for optimal settings and
operational techniques and procedures for the type of searches PMAN XII will be conducting.


